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Being molder of youth, a teacher ought to watch out in all way’s children are imitators. She may be a portion of each victory and disappointments of the child and should strive to be a model. In each identity improvement, an educator could be a portion of it. Being molder of our youth, a teacher ought to be continuously be careful in all he ways since children do the acts they imitate. They learned more by what they see and watch. The following are a few qualities of an effective teacher.

A teacher ought to be a model in all her continuously. She should be a great model not as it were inside the classroom, but outside the classroom. Setting around her children will learn great value. Values are caught not instructed. A teacher should be sincere and genuine to his commitments. She is continuously reliable. She does her work well with or without her superior. A teacher ought to be conscious and fair. Now and then we ponder why a few children and disrespectful. Why? Children are still insolent since they have watched from their teachers the states of mind the inverse they educate. To create her teaching effective, the teacher ought to be respect for those in authority.

Honesty is another issue that exist in children. Unless teachers are genuine indeed in small thing, she cannot instruct genuineness effectively. An instructor ought to be firm in his words. Word of honor is exceptionally critical to one's identity to pick up regard and compliance from the students and other individuals. Task should be checked and examined the taking after day. Exercises ought to be checked and accumulated compensate should be given to those who have done their duties. Rewards
are motivating forces to students to perform better. By doing this it will serve as lesson to them.

A teacher ought to be kind and neighborly. A teacher who is friendly will make a child feels within the classroom. Children 's shyness and fear will be reduced. As a result, they would not anxious or reluctant to inquire address on what they might not get it, such teacher will eventually minimize the absences of lateness of the students. They will see forward to going to their lesson with delight. Since the instructor is part of each victory and failure of a child, she ought to strive to be a model.
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